


Immersive Experiences for the Travel Connoisseur
Feel the serenity of great open spaces, get a taste of age-old traditions or 

re-discover a city you thought you knew everything about with SeleQtions. 
A hand-picked portfolio of hotels and resorts o�ering unforgettable 

stays and experiences. IHCL's named collection of hotels are uniquely chosen
for travellers who seek unforgettable stories. After all, a SeleQtions stay is as

 exclusive and personal as it gets.

SLICES IN TIME
A collection of Hotels and Resorts with resounding legacies

that invite you to discover their legendary stories. 

SENSE OF PLACE
Experiences that have a unique character brought alive

within their architecture and unique locations. 

THEMES AT PLAY
Immersive stays built around distinctive experiences,

these hotels celebrate their own unique narrative.



DEVI RATN
- AT A GLANCE -

Stretched 20 acres across the foot of the Aravalli mountains, Devi Ratn, our 
luxury hotel in Jaipur, is a kaleidoscopic rendition of everything Jaipur stands 
for with its avant-garde, surreal and intricate design. A 45-minute ride from 

the airport, these premises are a vivid reimagination of the Pink City.

•   It’s sprawling architecture is 
inspired by the 18th century 
Jantar Mantar.

•   Paisley walled rooms and suites, 
terrazzo floors, day-beds by 
Jharokas with lattice-work. 

•   King-sized bathrooms with 
bathtubs and showers, 
complimentary Wi-Fi and 
creature comforts complete 
the list.

•   A central garden and an infinity 
pool overlooking the lush 
summit.

•   Five meeting rooms and a 
ballroom by the lawn, are ideal 
spaces for occasions.

•   Dine with a view of the Aravallis 
at Vyom, elevate the Asian 
gourmet experience with 
Oriental Pavilion, get entranced 
at the Mandala bar, or go breezy 
with the pool-side deck Jal. The 
flamboyant choice of  unique 
dining venues - the Machan and 
the Vyom terrace.



ADVENTURE
Experience an adrenaline rush with a range of adventure activities at 
Devi Ratn.

UNIQUE DINING EXPERIENCES
Indulge in unique fine dining experiences up on the roof, surrounded 
by music or in the privacy of the sitout of your room.

LETTER WRITING
Try your hand at the lost art of letter writing and post it to your loved 
ones in a fully operational post box.

STARGAZING
Try your hand at star spotting. There’s a constellation out there. 

E X P E R I E N C E S

Watch the resort’s many moods as the sun 
travels through the sky. With the Aravallis for 
company, experience an adrenaline rush with a 
range of adventure activities at Devi Ratn. 



A C C O M M O D A T I O N

Design and geometry that reimagines Jaipur 
with a view of the majestic Aravallis. Strong 
aesthetic sense that combines rich textures, 
patterns and intricate latticework, perfect 
blend of modern architecture with traditional 
elements. Enjoy the peace and tranquility with 
the gracious hospitality.

LUXURY ROOM
Live luxuriously in a spacious, vibrant and chic room, complete with 
paisley walls, terrazzo floors, a day-bed and a cosy King Bed, along 
with premium amenities and Wifi. O�ers a five fixture bathroom and
views of the Aravallis.

GRAND LUXURY ROOM
Taking the luxury quotient a notch higher, our Grand Luxury rooms 
have an expansive setting comprising a King Bed with an elegant 
canopy, vivid geometric designs, a day-bed and garden sit-outs or 
terraces. The premium amenities add to its charm. 

PREMIUM ROOM
Bask in the comfort of urban luxury surrounded by the green foliage 
in our spacious Premium Rooms. Escape from the hustle and bustle 
of the city. These spacious Premium rooms give you a chance to 
unwind with your family while taking in the panaromic views of 
historic Aravali ranges. These artistic rooms breathe sophistication 
and luxury in every nook and corner.

DELUXE ROOM
Designed with a strong aesthetic sense that combines rich textures, 
patterns and intricate latticework, these stylish rooms are a perfect 
blend of modern architecture with traditional elements. Enjoy the 
peace and tranquility with the gracious hospitality. Equipped with 
modern amenities and digital connectivity, these Deluxe Rooms are 
attached to marvellous views of the historic Aravalli ranges.



A C C O M M O D A T I O N

Design and geometry that reimagines Jaipur 
with a view of the majestic Aravallis. Strong 
aesthetic sense that combines rich textures, 
patterns and intricate latticework, perfect 
blend of modern architecture with traditional 
elements. Enjoy the peace and tranquility with 
the gracious hospitality.

SELEQTIONS VILLA
The 176 Sq.mtrs. villas nest in an enclosed courtyard. Graced with 
private pools and jacuzzi, the villas boast vibrant colours, and 
meticulous details with intricate inlay work, and mirror-worked 
surfaces. Maharaja bathrooms with a sunken bath-tub, rain-shower, 
a private pantry, premium amenities & WiFi top up the charm.

JAIPUR SUITE
Our Suites are a stunning interpretation of all things Jaipur. From the 
thikri work on its walls, lehariya print inspired terrazzo floors, 
day-beds with latticework, to the placement of local artifacts - 
enclosed with paisley walls.



D I N I N G  

Indulge in unique fine dining experiences like 
never before.The resort’s herb garden grows 
the freshest organic produce that make their 
way to your plate. Just go along with our chef 
and point towards what you like. 

VYOM
Vyom is an all-day dining restaurant, an 18-feet pillared high-rise. 
Complete with vibrant interiors, this indoor and alfresco space serves 
contemporary Indian and Italian fare.

JAL, POOL SIDE CAFÉ
Parked by the pool, this alfresco cafe overlooks the gorgeous 
Aravallis. Jal is the place to be if you fancy light savouries and 
mocktails.

ORIENTAL PAVILLION
Ideal for family and business meals, Oriental Pavilion is our Asian 
Specialty restaurant, serving up Chinese, Indonesian, Japanese, and 
Thai delights.

MANDALA BAR
A plush hypnotic bar with high curtained walls, a patterned mirror 
ceiling, skylight and neon tables.



M E E T I N G S  &  
B A N Q U E T S  

With all its nouveau classical and dramatic 
interpretations, Devi Ratn proves to be an 
eventful resort that is a befitting choice for 
each and every a�air.

BHOOMI
A perfect conference room setting in a spacious transparent cuboid 
surrounded by monolithic pillars.

ADYA BALLROOM & LAWN
A 5000 sq.feet carpeted banquet hall that opens up to a lush lawn. 
Perfect for weddings, parties and corporate functions.

URVI & AVNI
Compact conference settings, complete with a roundtable and AV 
equipment.

DHARA
Centrally located and surrounded by glass, the 1150 sqft, Dhara 
imbibes creative structure and intellectual whim, complete with 
modern equipment.

CENTRE PAVILION
A compact version of an amphitheatre, this centrally located circular 
space is designed keeping gemstone cuts in reverie.



W E L L N E S S  &
R E C R E A T I O N

Elevate your senses with spa and fitness 
facilities. The resort o�ers a couple’s suite 
with shower facility, a unisex fitness centre, 
swimming pool with views of the Aravalli 
and separate changing areas for men and 
women with locker and shower facilities.

JIVA SPA
Inspired by Royal encampments, Jiva tented Spa boasts of a couple 
massage suite with soak tub, steam and shower and two single 
treatment suites with steam and shower facilities. Indulge in some of 
the finest outdoor relaxing lounges which will give you an out of the 
ordinary experience.

POOL
A cool place that ushers in the views of the Aravalli mountains, is the 
outdoor infinity pool. The swimming pool staying in character, is like 
a piece of art with a floating lotus in sharp green, mustard and pink 
undertones. If in a competitive mood, round up the kids and step into 
our recreational room.

FITNESS CENTRE
State of the art equipment at the Fitness Centre will keep your spirits 
high whether you use the treadmill, chest press or leg extension 
machine; and our trainer could help customise a workout too.  
Furthermore, you can catch daily yoga sessions.
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